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1. Overview
I will be finalizing an action classification pipeline pro-

posed by Pawan Kumar, Ben Packer, and Tim Tang that
makes use of latent variables for object and human detec-
tion and poselet features for human action evaluation.

The focus of this project is to classify the actions of peo-
ple in various images based on either human pose or the
objects that the people are interacting with. This task is im-
portant because the semantic information of an image often
goes far beyond simply the image contents; for example,
there is a distinction between pictures of people kicking or
throwing balls and the images give very different informa-
tion (perhaps imply we are viewing a different sport).

1.1. Proposed Datasets

The dataset to be used will be the set of im-
ages that has been made available for training
for the Pascal challenge, which is available at
http://pascallin.ecs.soton.ac.uk/challenges/VOC/voc2011/
actionexamples/index.html. These images are labeled with
bounding boxes around all humans, but not any object
detections. This dataset has also been augmented by using
Google image search.

1.2. Proposed Methods

In order to perform action classification, we will use
precomputed poselets and object detection probabilities for
each image, these will be done with existing packages and
will not be changed. The main coding for this project will
be to implement a Mean Average Precision struct SVM in
C++ and finalize a pipeline for processing and classifying
images, as well as performing evaluation. The use of latent
variables for an iterative classification procedure (where we
instantiate, update our beliefs, then reevaluate instantiation
of objects) is the novel aspect of this method – contrasting
with most prior work that simply used raw object detec-
tion probability as a feature. Other changes will likely be
made as I get past the point of implementing the base model
(changing weightings in the model, adding features) but it

is difficult to foresee what the error analysis will point to as
the most important aspects to update.

1.3. Background Material

There are a number of papers on action classification that
I will reference for the general task[3, 4]. I will read papers
on deformable parts models for interfacing with our object
detection framework and on poselets as I will use those fea-
tures as well[1]. Additionally, I also will read about the
Mean Average Precision SVM to understand how to appro-
priately implement and optimize that framework[5] and re-
fine my understanding of latent variable models [2]. For
full paper titles, please refer to the bibliography at the end
of this paper.

1.4. Evaluation and Reporting

As this is a classification task, the primary evaluation
metric will be looking at precision and recall displayed on
an ROC plot. Results will also be displayed and analyzed in
images with bounding boxes around detected pepople and
actions.
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